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Createspace, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 254 x 204 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.About GOD! Better known as the Annual
Report for Global Over Development Inc 2011, GOD is a satirical compendium of cutting edge facts
and statistics about the side effects of global progress. Side effects which seem to have the potential
either to destroy the world or unite it against GOD. In essence, GOD is about the paradox of
progress! The report celebrates the achievement of seven sub companies run by seven creepy and
malevolent CEOs [our very own seven deadly sins] who answer to Peter Progress , a diabolical
Executive Chairman of GOD. Their areas of expertise are: the destruction of ecosystem, dividing the
world, addicting everyone to sex and drugs, making privacy a thing of the past, drowning the earth
in waste, making people FAT and cramming so many citizens into urban space that the
infrastructure goes into meltdown! Read GOD for a provocative and entertaining journey to the
dark side of progress and beyond. Over 200 pages packed with the most authoritative facts and
figures, original illustration, photography and typographical design work in perfect synchronicity
to...
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Reviews
This written publication is wonderful. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom You will not really feel monotony at at any time of your time (that's
what catalogues are for relating to if you ask me).
-- Desmond B ecker
Absolutely essential go through publication. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will not feel monotony at at any time of the
time (that's what catalogues are for regarding if you ask me).
-- Ambr ose Thompson II
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